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Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal, 25 (100) 1975, Praha
N E W S and N O T I C E S

IN MEMORIAM PROFESSOR MILOSLAV HAMPL
JAN POLASEK, Praha

The doyen of Czechoslovak apphed mathematicians Professor RNDr. MILOSLAV
HAMPL, Doctor of Science, corresponding member of the Czechoslovak Academy
of Sciences, Klement Gottwald State Prize Winner, member of the Scientific Board
of Mathematics of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, awarded the distinction
"For services rendered to science and mankind" of the Czechoslovak Academy of
Sciences and Bernard Bolzano golden medal for the advancement of mathematical
sciences, one of the founders of the Journal Aphkace matematiky (Applied mathematics) and a long-standing member of its Editorial Board, died on 20th January,
1974 after a long illness at the age of seventy-six.
Professor Miloslav Hampl was born on 10th August 1897 at Netolice in southern
Bohemia. After taking his high-school diploma in 1915 at Ceské Budëjovice high
school he entered Charles University in Prague where he studied mathematics and
physics in the years 1915 — 1920. It was already during his studies when he disclosed
his great talent, diligence and first of all his specific interest in apphed mathematics.
A year before completing his study he became Assistent Lecturer at the College of
Mechanical and Electrotechnical Engineering in Prague, his appointment being
propounded by Professor Nusl. When Professor Nusl retired, Hampl worked together
with Professor Radl and later with Professor Hruska. In 1922 he defended his thesis
''Polarisation of boundary lines of total reflection'', hence taking his RNDr.
degree. During his stay at the University of Technology his interest in applications
further developed. His desire to gain deeper insight into technical problems manifested
itself in external studies of technology and resulted in passing the first public examination (corresponding approximately to B.Sc. degree) at the College of Mechanical
Engineering. In 1930 he was appointed Reader (Dozent) at the College of Mechanical
and Electrotechnical Engineering on the basis of his dissertation ''Stress of hemispherical thick-walled vessel under hydrostatic pressure'' which has a strongly applied
character. The problem of stress of thick-walled vessel was solved by Hampl first
by means of an infinite series involving Legendre functions. Later on he gave a more
precise solution introducing hemispherical functions.
However, Professor Hampl did not cultivate his ideas of appHcation of exact
mathematical methods in technical sciences and industry just in the quiet university
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rooms but, which may be considered a characteristic feature of his, goes to the real
technical and industrial practice. In 1930 he takes a job in the just established
Mathematical Department of Skoda Works which was the first institution of this
kind not only in our country but even abroad and which played a decisive role in the
development of the Czechoslovak machine industry before the Second World War.
Later on, Professor Hampl became head of this Mathematical Department. Nowadays, when mathematics is widely penetrating all branches of human effort, we can
hardly even imagine all difficulties which had to be overcome by young Hampl,
especially to show engineers and designers convincingly the advantages of mathematical solution of technical problems. The problems solved by himself which were
published both in our and foreign journals not only excited admiration and appreciation of mathematicians but, first of all, gained confidence of engineers in rehabihty
and usefulness of mathematical solution of problems which had been till then solved
experimentally with immense difficulties, or considered unsolvable at all.
When the Czechoslovak industry was nationalized. Professor Hampl rebuilt the
Mathematical Department into the Theoretical Department of State Research Institute of Thermotechnics (presently the Department of Applied Mathematics, State
Research Institute for Machine Design). Under his guidance the department grew
into an outstanding research centre for apphcation of mathematics in engineering
sciences and technology, well-known even abroads. Among other, the fact that nine
research workers and one team from its ranks have been awarded the State Prize
may serve an evidence of its successful work.
Besides his scientific work. Professor Hampl considered the education of young
students and research workers to be of firstrate importance. Even if he spent most of
his creative life time with industry and research institutes, he was all the time in
close contact with universities and, as a doctoral adviser, educated a number of outstanding specialists who hold now important officies both in science and industry
and continue to develop his ideas.
After his long successful work in technological and industrial research Professor
Hampl came in 1964 to the Mathematical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy
of Sciences and, after two years, to Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles
University. Here he spent most of his time in educating new speciahsts mainly in
applied mathematics and contributed to the development of the Centre of Numerical
Mathematics of the Faculty. However, he continued to cooperate with the machine
industry until his serious illness made it impossible for him to participate in scientific
and educational activities.
The scientific activity of Professor Hampl may be characterized by one fundamental
leading idea — to solve technical problems by means of exact mathematical methods
and to bring the results obtained to the form directly appHcable in practice. His
38 scientific papers and more than 300 research reports embrace several thematical
domains. The above mentioned problems of thick- and thin-walled vessels form the
first of them. Hampl's results from this field served also the starting point of the
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strength evaluation of the spherical gas-container in Prague - Palmovka. Also the
investigation of stability of a wall of web girders was originated by practical needs.
The solution given by Professor Hampl has been the most accurate of all known until
now and is frequently quoted in literature. Another field of interest is represented by
the problems of stress of a plate with holes with shrinkfitted pins. In a number of
cases Hampl found explicit results directly applicable in practice. He payed much
attention also to the problems of stress of circular plates and rotating disks. He
investigated all important states of stress of circular plates with variable thickness.
He suggested a general method of determination of stresses of a rotating disk in elastic
and elasto-plastic state. All these papers unify high mathematical level with deep
understanding for the needs of practice. For example, he does not stop at deducing
relations for maximum stress in circular plates of variable thickness but analyses by
means of his results the savings of material and determines from this point of view
the optimal choice of thickness. Professor Hampl's scientific work as well as his
educational activity at universities and in research contributed considerably to the
high theoretical and scientific standard of Czechoslovak machine industry.
One of invaluable features of Professor Hampl was his abihty of predicting which
of the developing scientific fields could be of importance for engineering and technological sciences. This was why he gave the impulse to create the department for photqelastometry of Skoda Works which later contributed fundamentally to the development of photoelastometry in our country. The same forethought led him to carry
through the department of mathematical statistics directed above all to the inspection of quality of production, the importance of which has been fully appraised
only in the new system of control of production. His scientific work enabled him to
appreciate fully the importance of numerical methods and computations as well as
the enormous possibilities of the modern computation technique. The Computation
Centre of the Ministry of Heavy Machine Industry at the State Research Institute for
Machine Design, built up by Professor Hampl, was one of the first enterprieses of
the kind and played an important role in introducing modern computer technique
in our country. Professor Hampl's interest and effort in introducing modern computers led him to close active cooperation with the Research Institute of Mathematical
Machines. He was for many years member of its Scientific Counsil and scientific
editor of the Journal for Data Processing.
For his merits, Professor Hampl was awarded the Klement Gottwald State Prize
in 1955 and in 1956 he was conferred the Doctor of Science degree. In 1962 he was
elected corresponding member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and in
1963, his valuable educational activity which he alv>^ays considered of outstanding
importance was acknowledged by his appointment Professor of Applied Mathematics. For his contribution to the development of machine industry he was appointed
honourable member of the State Research Institute for Machine Design in 1966
while a year latter he was elected honourable member of the Czechoslovak Society
for Mechanics. The Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences appreciated his scientific
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work by the distinction "For services rendered to science and mankind" and last
but not least, by the Bernard Bolzano golden medal for the advancement of mathematical sciences on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of his birthday.
Professor Hampl held important offices in a number of scientific institutions and
committees mostly of considerable importance. He was member of the Scientific
Board of Mathematics of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Committee for
mathematics and Physics for Klement Gottwald State Prize, National committee
for scientific quahfication. National Committee of lUTAM. Furthermore he was
member of scientific councils of several institutes, editorial boards of scientific
journals and worked actively in several scientific societies in our country and abroad.
In all his activities he always revealed his profound knowledge, organizing abilities
and reaUstic view of the problems considered.
Professor Hampl was not only a great scientist but also an outstanding personality
with deep interest in culture, popular for his dehcate character, real interest in
anybody's needs and readiness to help. Till his old age he was an active sportsman
and, particularly, a great admirer of nature. The time which he spent in his beloved
Rokycany region meant for him always an encouragement to his further work.
Professor Hampl's fruitful life was fully devoted to science and to the service to
mankind. Our science, industry, universities as well as our journal have lost a distinguished specialist and all who knew him personally a true friend, a willing advisor
and a man of honour, who will be always remembered with admiration and gratitude.
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1974 STATE PRIZE WINNER FOR MATHEMATICS MILOS ZLAMAL
On 1st May 1974, President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic awarded Professor RNDr.
MiLOS ZLAMAL DrSc, head of the Computer Laboratory of the College of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University in Brno, the Klement Gottwald State Prize for the creation and development of the mathematical theory of finite elements and its application in technical practice. We use
this opportunity to acquaint our readers with the personality and scientific activities of M. Zlamal.
The life as well as the scientific career of Professor Zlamal is closely linked together with the
city of Brno. He was born 1924 in Zborovice near Kromëriz. He attended secondary school at
Brno where he passed his school-leaving examination in 1944. After the liberation of Czechoslovakia he studied mathematics and physics at the Faculty of Science in Brno in the years
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